Abstract. Definitions for the uniform representation of d-dimensional matrices serially in Morton-order (or Z-order) support both their use with cartesian indices, and their divide-and-conquer manipulation as quaternary trees. In the latter case, d-dimensional arrays are accessed as 2 d -ary trees. This data structure is important because, at once, it relaxes serious problems of locality and latency, and the tree helps schedule multiprocessing. It enables algorithms that avoid cache misses and page faults at all levels in hierarchical memory, independently of a specific runtime environment. This paper gathers the properties of Morton order and its mappings to other indexings, and outlines for compiler support of it. Statistics elsewhere show that the new ordering and block algorithms achieve high flop rates and, indirectly, parallelism without any low-level tuning.
INTRODUCTION
Maybe we've not been representing them efficiently for some time. Matrix problems have been fodder for higher-level languages from the beginning [1] , and row-or column-major representations for matrices are universally assumed. Both use the same space, both still survive.
But maybe both are archaic perspectives on matrix structure, which might best be represented using a third convention. Architecture has developed quite a bit since we had to pack scalars into small memory. With hierarchical-rather than flat-memory, only the faster memory is precious; with distributed processing instructions on local registers are far faster than those touching remote memory. And, of course, multiprocessing on many cheap processors demands less crosstalk than code for single threading on uniprocessors with unshared memory. Address space, itself, has grown so big that chunks of it are extremely cheap, when mapped to virtual memory and never touched. (Intel's IA-64 processor has three levels of cache, two on board.) But fast cache, local to each processor, remains dear, and, perhaps, row-major and column-major are exactly wrong for it. This paper enhances Morton-order (also called Z-order) storage for matrices. Consistent with the conventional sequential storage of vectors, it also provides for the usual cartesian indexing into matrices (row, column indices). It extends to higher dimensional matrices. That is, we can provide cartesian indexing for "dusty decks" while we write new divide-and-conquer and recursivedescent codes for block algorithms on the same structures. HASKELL and ML could share arrays with FORTRAN and C. Thus, parallel processing becomes accessible at a very high level in decomposing a problem. Best of all, the content of any blocks is addressed sequentially and blocks' sizes vary naturally (they undulate) to fit the chunks transferred between levels of the memory hierarchy.
BASIC DEFINITIONS
Morton presented his ordering in 1966 to index frames in a geodetic data base [11] . He defines the indexing of the "units" in a two-dimensional array much as in Figure 1 , and he points out the truncated indices available for enveloping blocks (subtrees), similar to Figure 3 . Finally, he points out the conversion to and from cartesian indexing available through bit interleaving. Base four 00  01  02  03  10  11  12  13  20  21  22  23  30  31  32 The definitions later focus on two-dimensional arrays: matrices. The early ones are general: a d-dimensional array is decomposed as a 2 d -ary tree. The difference is the number of nonterminal nodes above level l. Since each level is indexed by its zero-based scheme, it is necessary also to know the level and a Morton index, to identify a specific node. Ahnentafel indices are immensely useful for identifying blocks at all levels [17] . Algorithms that use recursive-descent (divide-and-conquer) to descend to a block of arbitrary size, or to return the index of a selected block, need only this single index to identify any subtree. Treat them only as identification numbers because there are gaps in the sequence between levels. Conversions among Ahnentafel indices, cartesian indices, Morton order, and level order are easy.
ARRAYS
Ahnentafel indices come to us from genealogists who invented them for encoding one's pedigree as a binary, family tree. This generalization to m-ary trees is new. The gaps between levels in Ahnentafel indexing of quadtrees do not arise in binary trees. The strong similarity between level-order and Ahnentafel indexing in this common case perhaps explains why the latter has been often overlooked. For instance, Knuth's level-order indexing, based at one, is off-byone relative to Definition 2 [10, p. 401], but coincides with Ahnentafel indexing on binary trees.
Definition 4 [4] A complete array has

MATRICES
Hereafter, we assume d = 2 for matrices; so m = 4 . In all the figures, the cartesian indices of the leaves appear in outlined font below the tree. Morton-order It is remarkable how often these basic properties of Morton ordering have been reintroduced in different contexts [3, 7, 9, 12, 16] . Samet gives an excellent history [13] .
Corollary 1. The difference between level-order index of a matrix block at level l and its
When first introduced, it might appear that Morton indexing is poor for large arrays that are not square or whose size is not a power of two, because in those cases its gaps seem to waste space. With the valid elements justified to the north and west, the "wasted" space lands in the south and east. It can be viewed as padding, perhaps all zero elements. However, the perceived waste is merely address space. In hierarchical memory only its margin will ever be swapped into cache. That is, the "wastage" exists only within the logical/physical addressing of swapping disk; little valuable, fast memory is lost.
With these orders defined and the various index translations among them understood, we can summarize the programmer's view of Morton order:
-The elements of a matrix (an array) are mapped onto memory in Morton order. -Row and column traversals can still be handled. See the next section.
-If necessary with cartesian indexing, restrict blocking to submatrices implicit in the quadtree (those with Ahnentafel indices.) -If data is associated also with nonterminal blocks, store it in level order.
-Use Ahnentafel indices to control recursive-descent algorithms [17] . -Ahnentafel indices are monotonic across any row or column, so bounds checking remains available via masking with evenBits or oddBits.
An early context for implementation of this design is HASKELL whose higherdimension array aggregates (also, array comprehensions) do not imply any particular internal representation; that is, no code depends on a particular ordering. Moreover, asynchronous, parallel algorithms are implict in that style. Not accidentally, implementations of HASKELL and other functional languages do a good job implementing recursion in preference to iteration. Nevertheless, the algebra of indices implemented in the strength reduction and loop unrolling of FORTRAN and C compilers does not yet have an analog under recursion. Morton order, with its own algebra of indexing and recursion unfolding, offers this leverage and opens access to new scientific algorithms with functional style.
CARTESIAN INDEXING AND MORTON ORDERING
The following techniques for cartesian indexing of Morton-order arrays seem to be hardly known, a fact that is unfortunate because they make the structure useful for blocking matrices even if only used with cartesian indexing. In particular, this section newly shows how to compile row and column traversals (of blocks at any level of the tree) with the reductions in operator strength associated with optimizing compilers.
DILATED INTEGERS
The algebra of dilated integers is surprisingly old. Tocher outlined it in 1954 and under similar constraints to those again motivating us: non-flat memory with access time dependent on locality, and nearby information more rapidly accessible [15, p. 53-55] . But how the size of the memory has changed! Tocher needed fast access into a 32 32 32 boolean array stored on a drum (4kB!).
Schrack shows how to effect efficient cartesian indexing from row i and column j indices into Morton-order matrices [14] . The trick is to represent i and j as dilated integers, with information stored only in every other bit.
Definition 7
The even-dilated representation of j = P w;1 k=0 j k 2 k is P w;1 k=0 j k 4 k , denoted ; ! | : The odd-dilated representation of i = P w;1 k=0 i k 2 k is 2 ; ! { , denoted ; { :
The arrows suggest the justification of the meaningful bits in either dilated representation. For example, the right arrow suggests rightmost Bit 0 and even kin. This value is, of course, the Morton index of the southeast-most element of the matrix, plus one for (the northwest-most) one whose Morton index is 0. Not all of that sequence need be active; undefined data at the idle addresses will remain resident in the lowest level of the memory hierarchy. Only data in the active addresses will ever migrate to cache.
Theorem 6. [14] If " " is read as semantic equivalence and "=" denotes equality on integer representations, then for unsigned integers
( ; ! { = ; ! | ) (i = j) ( ; { = ; | ) ( ; ! { < ; ! | ) (i < j ) ( ; { < ; | ):
So comparison of dilated integers is effected by the same processor commands as those for ordinary integers. Often (normalized dilated integers [14] ) addition will be used instead of disjunction to associate at compile time with an adjacent addition.
Addition and subtraction of dilated integers can be performed with a couple of minor instructions. The index computations of ; ! k and ; k in the innermost loop above reduce to three RISC instructions, plus two to sum the matrix-element addresses. Although fast and constant time, this is still half-again what is available from column-major representation. With integer/floating processors tuned to columnmajor this difference may once have mattered but now it doesn't, with register operations so fast relative to memory access. It becomes important, though, for compilers to provide this arithmetic as loop control. For three and higher dimensions, it seems best to implement arithmetic only for one type of dilated integer, and to translate other representations from it.
Dilated integers simplify input and output of Morton-ordered matrices in human-readable raster order [3] . Such convenience is not computationally significant because I/O delays dominate that indexing, but it may be politically important just to make this matrix representation accessible to the programmers who need to experiment with it.
SPACE AND BOUNDS
Theorem 5 tells how much address space an m n matrix occupies, usually more than the mn positions containing data. As mentioned above and observed in experiments, if the difference, ;;; m ; 1 + ;;;! n ; 1 + 1 ; mn is large then most of it will never move into faster memory. Moreover, the larger the difference, the more remote (and cheaper) will be the bulk of the addresses allocated. The size of that excess space for a rectangular matrix depends the number of elements and also on the aspect ratio between the census of rows and columns.
In block algorithms, cache hits make it better to iterate through Mortonorder sequentially. For instance, if b is the initial index of a block from matrix A of size n=4 p that is to be zeroed, it is better to initialize it with a single, local- With c columns the column bounds are computed from ; ! c similarly, as even dilated integers; we usually test row and column limits simultaneously.
One might not be overly precise on Ahnentafel bounds at the perimeter. Because extra space is often allocated to the south and east anyway, it has been observed to be cheaper to round the actual bounds on the matrix up to, say, the next multiple of eight and then to treat the margins as "active" padding. For a recursive block algorithm, the alternative is to detect blocks of size four, two, and one where there will be too few operations; with the smallest block at order eight, operations on it can be dispatched as unconditional, straight-line, superscalar code. That is, we choose to treat padding in small marginal blocks as sentinels, initialized so each can participate in the gross algorithm without affecting its net result. Typically this is zero to the south or east, and the identity matrix to the southeast:
for (int jj=0; jj<n; jj= (jj-evenBits)&evenbits ) A[3*jj]=1;
The compiler also needs to use the algebra of dilated integers from Section 3.1 to unfold recursions and to unroll loops effectively; it becomes another kind of reduction in the strength of indexing.
Finally, symmetric matrices and matrix transpose are also easy with Morton or Ahnentafel indices. If m is either kind of index, then the index of its reflected element or (untransposed) block is quickly computed by exchanging its even and odd bits in a dosido:
( (m &evenBits) <<1) + ( (m &oddBits) >>1)
CONCLUSION
We have already demonstrated vast improvements using both the cartesian and Ahentafel indexing schemes described here.
A good quadtree algorithm uses recursive descent on Ahnentafel indices, so there is no need to preselect a block size to fit one-or any-level of cache; the algorithm simply accelerates when a block fits [8] . None of the indices, themselves, need be stacked. Each can be shifted right to effect a stack pop or incremented to refer to a sibling. Still, innermost recursions need to be unfolded [2] , just as the C compiler unrolls loops, in order to obtain straight-line code for superscalar processors. See [18] for more details; all the speed improvements are due to good locality [5] .
The formalism presented here shows how to implement Morton-order matrices, with efficient algorithms for the group of dilated integers for the program that uses cartesian indexing, or with Ahnentafel indexing for the one that uses recursive descent on quadtrees. We have built a propotype compiler to translate C programs using row-major matrices and cartesian indices to Morton-order using dilated indices. We had already demonstrated the ease of tree-wise scheduling parallel processors in [7] , and we continue to search for similar quadtree algorithms [17, 6] .
It remains to close the gap between these efforts: on the one hand to improve compilers to optimize indexing on Morton-ordered matrices (e.g. unfolding Ahnentafel-controlled recursions and unrolling dilated-integer-controlled loops). And, on the other hand, to exercise Morton-order matrices under both styles, comparing performance of both families of algorithms by comingling them in a single environment as two libraries of interchangeable modules. Our underlying goal remains to uncover better algorithms that use more locality and balanced parallelism to solve matrix problems faster.
